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Profile:  

I worked as a lawyer after obtaining a bachelor’s degree for three months, after which I 

completed postgraduate studies at Alexandria University - Egypt - in the field of 

criminal law. I am currently working on the academic side as an assistant criminal law 

instructor at Al-Farabi College - the university - and a PhD researcher. 

 

Teaching  

1- The origins of criminal investigation and forensic medicine: The criminal 

investigation deals with the manner of the crime, the method and the reasons for its 

commission in order to reach the offender, so the investigator takes investigative 

measures for the purpose of arriving at the truth. As for forensic medicine, it is 

concerned with studying the autopsy of corpses to find out the natural or criminal act 

and to know the cases that occur on the corpse after death. 

2- General principles in the Penal Code: It includes crime, criminal and penalty, and 

crime by its nature and gravity. And the criminal in terms of explaining the criminal 

responsibility of the offender, and the penalty that takes two forms: punishment and 

precautionary measures. 

3- Democracy and human rights: it includes the stage of individuals and the extent to 

which democracy is consolidated in them, and the extent to which the constitution 

guarantees human rights, which began in the aftermath of the French Revolution in 

1789. 

Research Focus 

Interest in writing research in the field of law and attending seminars and conferences, 

the exact specialty, which is criminal law 

Publications 

A research accepted publication tagged with "the causal link in the killing with 

abstinence" 

Affiliations/Activities  

Member of the Iraqi Bar Association since 2015 

 


